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— Abstract
Mindful Interactions illustrates how we’ve become addicted
to our smart-phones, and how its use in our everyday life
affects our physical, social, emotional health and wellbeing.
This design study proposes four product designs that make
us aware of using apps, and compel us to reconsider their
use during bedtime, mealtime, on-the-go and at home.
As our pocket sized devices continue to evolve, the outcome
of this thesis becomes a case study for rediscovering and
applying the “human” in human centered design.
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— Introduction
We spend 3 hours on our

Through my research I have

harms our body in ways we

While some companies

phones each day (Nielsen,

found that bedtime and

may be unaware about.

have started notifying us of

2018). By the time we are

mealtimes are two of the

70, we will have spent 6

most common periods of

Furthermore, by engaging

messages are only passive

years on our phones.

indulgent phone use.

with our apps and notifica-

indicators and hardly shift

Digital interactions, espe-

tions we tend to sideline

our phone use behavior.

Our smart-phones have

cially during these times,

our relationships with the

become overly insistent and

have direct consequences

people physically around

Through this thesis I present

irresponsibly demanding of

on our health.

us; we may be becoming

my research, design explo-

increasingly isolated from

ration and outcomes that

each other.

actively and dynamically

our time and attention. App

overuse, these occasional

notifications and interfaces

Our phone keeps us awake,

are intentionally designed

alert and preoccupied at

to grab our attention and

night (NYtimes, 2018).

Expecting our technology

phone use, and help reduce

for us to interact with our

We eat distractedly when

providers to radically alter

its use particularly during

phones less mindfully

we scroll on our phones at

our digital interactions in

bedtime and mealtime.

(Health.com, 2019).

the same time, not register-

order to care for our health

ing the quantity or quality of

and human relationships

In doing so, I intend to shed

what we eat (Time, 2018).

has begun to seem like too

light on the design and use

much to ask for. It may be

of persuasive technologies,

Not every notification may
need us to engage with it.

make people aware of their

But we tend to stop what

While it may seem harm-

argued that this is obvious,

the urgency around phone

we are doing and grab our

less to treat yourself with a

since reducing user interac-

addictions, and implications

phones, ignoring the time,

late-night movie in bed, or

tion would be bad for their

on our physical, emotional,

the task at hand or the

scroll through your social

business.

social health and wellbeing.

people around us.

media feed while dining,
this behavior systematically
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Context
How did we get here? How does our phone use affect
our routine, our health and wellbeing? What can we do
about our phone addictions? This section introduces us
to the evolution of our smart-phones, that changed the
way we learn, entertain and behave. It describes the
specific features of our phones that affect our relationship and interaction with it, the way we feel, think & do.

— What’s going on?
Since the early 2000s smartphones evolved from basic
computers condensed in pocket-sized packages to powerful,
internet connected devices
whose interaction design
became crafted specifically for
its form factor and use case.
Swiping, scrolling, and pinching gestures made phones
seem fast and easy to use, and
expanded our appetite for consuming media through apps.

I believe phones and its
interaction design triumph has
taken a nosedive in the past
10 years, and have crossed
the line from being human
centered inventions to consumption centered traps of the
ever burgeoning technology
companies, profiting from
millions of eyeballs spending
countless number of hours on
their interfaces.

PUSH NOTIFICATIONS
INSTANTLY POKE US FOR
OUR ATTENTION AND TIME

As phones became more
useful and useable, technology
companies remodeled their
interfaces to be content-rich,
immersive and persuasive
(Fogg, 2002). The ability of
push notifications to instantly
reach phone users anywhere in
the world and gain their attention, particularly heightened
the persuasive and demanding
nature of smart-phones.

Because app notifications
actively shove content in our
faces, we have lost control over
whether to engage with the
app or not. Once inside the
app, it actively tries to learn
about our tastes and interests
to feed us tailored content that
it is hard to not simply scroll
and engage with it.

OUR PHONES ARE SO
POWERFULLY PERSUASIVE
THAT WE ACT AGAINST OUR
BEST INTERESTS

Each day we spend more than 3 hours looking at
our phones, receive more than 30 notifications
and launch into apps more than 80 times.

Online comments incite our
emotions, getting us embroiled
into possibly pointless arguments and thoughts.
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EACH DAY WE SPEND
ABOUT 3 HOURS ON OUR
PHONES, RECEIVE MORE
THAN 30 NOTIFICATIONS

My research indicated that many of us interact with
our phones before falling asleep or just after waking.

1/3 of us eat and scroll on our phones at the same time,
making us distracted, ignorant & unsatisfied (Time, 2018).

Netflix and Youtube are the
most commonly used apps.
Allowing these apps to repeatedly capture our attention and
time is silently, but significantly,
changing the way we feel,
think, behave and interact with
others in the real world. These
subtle shifts in the way we
function as humans must not
be overlooked.

The design of these interfaces
is so powerfully persuasive that
we tend to act against our best
interests. They influence on
our ability to choose and self
control. This is unethical and
morally unconscionable.

We must be made aware of our
actions, their consequences
and we must have the choice
to decide for ourselves rather
than our devices and apps
deciding for us. Identifying
and working to repair these
missteps of innovation will
determine the humanness of
tomorrow’s human centered
interaction design.

Manipulating our thoughts,
emotions and actions, is not
the only thing these interfaces
do. They steal our time, keep
us awake at night, force us to
eat mindlessly without taking
our eyes off the display, and
affect our emotional health and
well-being.

ALLOWING THESE APPS
TO REPEATEDLY CAPTURE
OUR ATTENTION AND TIME
IS CHANGING THE WAY WE
FEEL, THINK AND BEHAVE

On an average we spend about
3 hours on our phones (Nielsen, 2018), receive more than
32 notifications and launch
apps around 80 times each
day (Wired, 2017). Snapchat,
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook,
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— What’s next?
DESIGNING OBJECTS TO
COMPEL US TO RECONSIDER
OUR PHONE ADDICTIONS

In the following sections I
describe my primary research
involving user interviews and
experiments to learn about
people’s daily screen time,
apps used, and when and
where they use their phones.

I will then present how these
insights helped me to design
simple, everyday objects that
compel us to reconsider our
phone addictions in our daily
routines, in order to help us
improve our physical, social,
emotional health & wellbeing.

INSIGHTS ABOUT PEOPLE’S
DAILY SCREEN TIME, APPS
USED, WHEN AND WHERE

10

Its not us. Our apps are designed to persuade
us to use them (Health.com, 2019)

“Allowing apps to repeatedly
capture our attention and time is
silently, but significantly, changing
how we feel, think, behave.”
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Context summary
01

02

03

04

How we got here?

Art of persuasion

Poking notifications

Impact on us

Since 2000, phones have
become powerful, internet
connected devices whose
interaction design has been
crafted specifically for its form
factor and use case.

As phones became more
useful and useable, technology
companies remodeled their
interfaces to be content-rich,
immersive and persuasive

Because app notifications
actively shove content in our
faces, we have lost control over
whether to engage with the
app or not.

Allowing these apps to repeatedly capture our attention and
time is silently, but significantly,
changing the way we feel,
think, behave and interact with
others in the real world.
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120
Hard
Talks
Each of us use different apps and spend varying
amounts of time using them. To learn about these
differences as well as similarities to see trends of our
modern phone use, I looked at people’s phone use
data and talked to them about it, to learn about their
routine and how they choose to spend their time.

— Which apps do you use
and for how long?
Introduction

displayed the apps used and
the amount of time spent on
with them.

I met with 120 people (40 in
person and the rest virtually)
to learn about their phone use
habits and the apps they used.

Our phones keep track of this,
but do not want us to discover
or understand (it is deliberately
hidden away in Android).

120 SCREENSHOTS LED TO
120 CONVERSATIONS OF
PEOPLE’S PHONE USE

These screenshots formed the
basis for our conversations,
and enabled people to learn
about their phone habits by
looking at, and talking about
the hard data.

Prior to the interview, I asked
them to take a screenshot of
their phone usage data that

Our usage statistics are viewable on our phones
but hidden away, suggesting that we should not find it.
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— Most used apps

Social media apps like
Instagram, Netflix, Facebook,
and Youtube top the list.

THE MANIFEST, 2018

Observations

more than three hours per day.
In a number of these interviews, the hard truth triggered
reflection & conversation from
users about their productive or
destructive use of their time.

I had the most insightful conversations with my interviewees
about how they processed this
information that encapsulated
their phone usage of the past 7
days. They were surprised and
flummoxed by the results. Social media and entertainment
apps were collectively the most
used categories of apps.

Our conversations also led to
reflection on how else would
that time be invested, on how
they unwind, on their hobbies,
on their routines throughout
the day. They began to reconsider the role of smartphone
interactions in their daily lives.
This is where my design opportunities of user awareness and
behavior change took shape.

One user was shocked to
realize they had spent more
than 24 hours on-screen in a
week on Instagram. Another
was amazed at the aggregated amount of time they spent

Selected cut-outs of screenshots of
people’s app usage of 7 days.
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— Essence of the talks
Conversation Tools

ing of app icons, and phone
usage color coded wristbands.
I used these prototypes as
probes to evoke thoughts,
responses, and reflection in my
interviewees.

To further explore the reason
behind people’s usage patterns, I made quick, intentionally humorous prototypes. I
wanted to probe how people
choose to spend their 24 hours
of the day, what were the
three or four main aspects or
activities of the day, and how
they relate to and support each
other.

Insights
Because of their open-ended
nature, people used these
objects not only to talk about
their routines and smart-phone
use, but also to tell stories
about themself, and the role of
technology in their lives.

The objective of these exercises
and this phase of the project
was to deep dive, learn and
explore as many corners of
this area of inquiry as possible,
find potential strings of further
exploration, as well as discover
gaps and opportunities.

By using the above mentioned
prototypes and asking them to
think about their daily routine,
people became determined
that they could certainly chalk
out some time of the day to
do the things they’ve been desiring to do. They understood
that this meant being aware of
and reducing the urge to check
their phones.

Method
I made quick and simple prototypes that included tactile
colored bars representing bar
charts, a puzzle game compris-
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People used the prototypes to talk about their routines,
their phone use and what surprised them about it.

“People became determined
that they could certainly chalk
out some time to do the things
they’ve desired to.”
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Puzzle of icons to create narratives about our use of
technology throughout the day.

Tactile bar graphs to talk about what people spend
their time of the day doing, relative to their phone use.

“People talked about their routine,
told stories about themself, and
described the role of technology
in their lives.”
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— 120 Hard Talks summary
01

02

03

04

Most used apps

People’s response

Objects of research

Awareness

Through my user research
I learned that social media
and entertainment apps were
among the most commonly
used app categories, in which
people spent the most time.

They reflected on how else
would that time be invested,
on how they unwind, on their
hobbies, on their routines
throughout the day. They
began to reconsider the role
of smartphone interactions in
their daily lives.

People used the silly prototypes I made to talk about
their routine, tell stories about
themself, and describe the role
of technology in their life.

These experiments caused
people to pause, reflect and
reconsider not only their phone
use, but their routines and
priorities. I helped make them
aware of their interactions,
and realized that awareness is
the first step to changing our
behavior and interactions.
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Mapping
Phone
Use
Where and when do we use our apps? Can the context
and environment influence our phone use? Understanding our routine is essential to analyzing our the
nuanced relationship with our phones. This section digs
deeper in this area of inquiry to present observations
and insights to design for.

— Where & when do you
use your phone?
Introduction

Method

User-centered design means
to deeply consider a user’s
routines, behaviors, and emotions that are linked with the
problem. With the knowledge
of which apps are being used
frequently and for how long
from previous user research,
I decided to probe this area
of inquiry through the frame
of user-centered design, by
asking users to map context:
where and when their smartphone interactions took place
during their day.

In this user research I handed
out templates that displayed
the time of the day and space
for writing the apps people
recall using in specific places.
I asked them to refer to their
phone usage data while filling
out the template. I performed
this activity with 20 people,
who I did not know, in total
and was surprised to see how
diligent and engrossed they
became in the activity, partly
because it may have been a
revelation for them as well.

map

12 pm

����

apps

12 am

9 am

People thoughtfully filled out the template,
and described where and when they used their phone.
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9 pm

3 pm

���
��� �����
�
� ���
���
1. Launch app usage
2. Map usage
3. Be honest!

6 pm

6 am
29

30
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Mealtimes is one of the most
common periods of indulgent
phone use.

Screenshots of people’s responses of their daily
phone use, focused on lunch and dinner time.

Bedtime and waking time are the
other most common periods of
extended phone use.

People’s responses cropped to their phone use at
night before falling asleep and after waking.
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— Emerging insights and
observations
This exercise prompted a
sense of awareness in people
about their daily lives, when
and how frequently they use
their smartphones, and how
it added value to them. While
engaging in the exercise, a
number of people said they
realized they undertook quick
15 seconds checks of social
media, every few minutes,
almost automatically, without
realization.

into the night, instantly after
waking up and while having
meals on their own.

Participants described their
phone use in bed during
bedtime, and while eating at
mealtimes. These two insights
stood out as the most common
among the participants, and
indicated phone interactions
longers than the frequent 15
seconds checks. Apps used in
these scenarios included entertainment services like Netflix,
Youtube and Instagram. All of
these are content rich apps,
and were interacted with late

When one looks around a
restaurant or cafeteria it is
relatively easy to observe
people interacting with their
smartphone and eating
simultaneously, especially
when eating by themselves.
These modern behaviors are
complex and difficult to parse.
But it makes me, and perhaps
many others, wonder about
the consequences of these
behaviors on our health, lifestyle and relationships.

Some of the participants
sighted the notion of treating
themselves and unwinding
from the activities and stresses
of their day. Some of them
also mentioned feeling tired
and not well-rested upon
waking up in the morning, or
difficulty falling asleep.
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“Apps used included Netflix,
Youtube and Instagram. These
content-rich apps are used just
after waking, while having meals,
and before falling asleep.“
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— Mapping Phone Use
01

02

03

04

Self realization

Crucial insights

Which apps

Meaningful insights

This exercise prompted a sense
of awareness in people about
their daily lives, when and how
frequently they use their smartphones, and how it added
value to them.

Participants described their
phone use in bed during
bedtime, and while eating at
mealtimes. These two insights
stood out as the most common
among the participants, and
indicated phone interactions
longers than the frequent 15
seconds checks.

Apps used during these times
include content-rich and immersive entertainment services like
Netflix, Youtube and Instagram.

Knowing subtle details of our
phone use throughout the day
would lead to more context
considerate
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Phoneless
Meals
How can we eat mindfully, without being disturbed
by our phones? Through this experiment I hoped to
answer this question by asking people to give up their
phones until the end of their meals, and learn about
their experience, degree of uneasiness & awareness.

Mealtime experiment
I was interested in learning
about people’s behavior in
associate with nuances of
fundamentally, and forcefully,
changing habits in the context
of smartphone use during
mealtimes. For this I rapidly put
together a tall jar, approached
diners and requested them to
drop their phones into it for
the entirety of the meal. By not
interacting with your phone
during the meal I wanted to
test my assumptions about
eating mindfully, enjoying the
conversation if you’re with
someone, and use the time as
a break from the routine cycle

itself. I approached 4-5 tables
with people ranging from individuals to groups of more than
five and all in between. The
age group included people
mostly in their early twenties, with the exception of an
elderly person possibly in their
fifties. Because the activity was
simple, participants seemed
intrigued and readily willing to
deposit their phone into the jar
that sat in the center of table.
At the end of their meals I
asked the participants about
their brief experience of
phone-lessness.

I asked people to place their phones in the simple
jar shown above until the end of their meal.
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“Found myself patting my
pockets”
“Felt slightly unsettled”
“Needed to check time”

A group of young students eating lunch while
their phones remained away from them.

After their meals I met with them to talk about
their experience. On the right are their responses.

“Wanted to show others
something”
“Became more aware of the food
I ate”
“Noticed that the food wasn’t
fully cooked”
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What does it mean?
At the end of their meals I
asked the participants about
their brief experience of
phoneless-ness. Within a
group many of them had
found themselves patting their
pockets in an effort to reach
their phones.

Our inability to control the
urge to check our screens and
live without it or away from
it for some time is apparent
through this experiment. By
looking at time we slip into
the slew of notifications that
await our attention.

A number of them explained
this with the justification of
needing to check the time,
in spite of the fact that some
wore wrist watches. In another
group, a participant felt the
need to show another participant something of great
interest on their phone.

All this information impacts
our minds and keeps us
preoccupied. Moreover, the
primary task at hand, which is
to take a break and feed ourself, may be sidelined, leaving
us unsatisfied.
By being forced to control
the urge to interact with their
phones or be anxious about
their phones lighting up or
ringing with some string of
information, participants of
this experiment may have
been compelled to live in the
moment, enjoy their meal, or
have a meaningful conversation with a friend they’re
sharing the mealtime with.

Another instance was of a
participant who was eating
by themself and interacting
with their phone before the
experiment. After depositing
their phone into the jar till the
remainder of the meal the
participant conceded that they
wished to reach their phone
more than once, but found
themself being aware of the
food they ate and realized that
the food, they had been eating, was not fully cooked.
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“Became compelled to live in
the moment, enjoy their meal, or
have a meaningful conversation
with a friend.”
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— Phoneless Meals Summary
01

02

03

04

Forcing a change

Key observation #1

Key observation #2

Insights for design

The jar experiment and resulting
phoneless-ness made some
people unsettled & distracted.
However, over-time it compelled
people to focus and relish
what they eat, and live in the
moment.

Our inability to control the
urge to check our screens and
live without it or away from
it for some time is apparent
through this experiment. By
looking at time we slip into the
slew of notifications that await
our attention.

By being forced to control
the urge to interact with their
phones lighting up with some
notification, people mentioned
feeling less anxious and more
prepared to live in the present
moment.

The observations and insights
gained in this experiment were
the basis for designing phone
use interventions for mealtime,
to help us eat more mindfully.
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Design Opportunity
Through my experiments,

Currently there are few

I designed these tools

The following pages

surveys and conversations

tools designed to help us

by carefully considering

describe the tools that I’ve

with people as described

optimize our phone use in

the context of our phone

designed for making us

in the earlier part of the

any aspect of our lives. To

interactions, and not simply

aware and optimizing our

book, combined with

the contrary, our apps and

decreeing that a single

phone use during bedtime,

research about phone use

devices are becoming ever

designed intervention

when at home, mealtimes

and impact on our healths,

more immersive, addictive

would help optimize our

and when we’re out and

I discovered urgent and

and demanding of our

phone use in every situation

about in our lives.

pressing needs to bring

attention and time.

of our routine life.

phone interactions into our

Each of these contexts

awareness, lessen our urge

Through this thesis, I am

Context plays a crucial

needs a different, more

to frequently check our

challenging this current

role in my design process,

optimized, set of features

phones, and restrict phone

direction of interaction

resulting in a design explo-

to accomplish an appropri-

usage during bedtime and

design by designing tools

ration that is far more com-

ate and considered mode

mealtime.

that make people aware of

prehensive, and anchored

of intervention. For these

their phone use and provide

in specific and relatable

reasons they differ in their

By making these changes,

ways to optimize this usage

situations of our lives. This

form, function and effective-

I intend for us to become

through levels that range

approach seems even more

ness. Because these tools

more mindful of the food

from obtrusive to gentle,

reasonable considering the

were designed with users

we eat, of our body clock

and penalizing to reward-

fact that our phone use is

and interaction design in

asking to wind down for

ing, all with a sense of play,

highly dynamic and sub-

mind right from the start,

sleep, and of being in the

delight and obsessive care

ject to constant changes in

the following sections also

moment for the people we

for the user.

where we are, what we are

describe user testing, feed-

doing, and how we feel.

back and iterations of these

physically share our lives
with.

designed outcomes.
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enLighten
Bedside
Lamp
A bedside lamp that makes us aware of our
phone use over time, by changing its color
from a pleasant green to a pulsating red.
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What’s your bedtime
routine like?
THE NIGHTSTAND, A HIGH
FUNCTIONING OBJECT OF
UTILITY, TO START FROM

Concept & method
As part of the design opportunity to have a phone-use
intervention for the bedtime,
I began by considering the
bedtime experience including changing into your night
clothes, brushing your teeth
and crawling into bed. I also
considered the space and
objects we are around during
this time, and their relationship
to our phone-use behavior and
interaction.

I chose to design a lamp as this
point of intervention, to make
users aware of their phone use
and enable behavior change,
since it is the only object apart
from the nightstand itself that
is static and unwavering in its
form (it’s shape and the physical space it takes) and function
(being lit).

STARTING FROM CHANGING
CLOTHES, BRUSHING TEETH
AND CRAWLING INTO BED

Drafting off of the static and
unwavering nature of a bedside lamp, I decided to alter it’s
properties to make the lamp
unexpectedly dynamic and
active so as to draw people’s
attention to what would seem
like a static object. The lamp
changes the light color to
communicate the amount of
their phone interaction and the
passing of time.

From these observations I
realized that the nightstand
is a highly functional piece of
furniture that is home for your
phone, pair of glasses and a
lamp, among a number of other
things that you may have. This
makes the nightstand and other
closely associated objects
potential points of intervention.

Deeply considering the bedtime routine led to
insights about objects and points of user interaction.
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Living enLightened
Making

The light illustrates the evolving impact of our phone use
on our mind and body. With
light, enLighten enables people to put their phones down,
and come together.

In designging the lamp I
considered the form, the use
of light as a subtle indicator,
the meaning of color change
and the user interaction. With
these considerations, I decided to call this design concept
enLighten—use of light to
bring about awareness and
newfound wisedom in us.

enLighten—using light to bring about
awareness of our phone interactions.

enLighten was made using
electronics and an app I made
that launched a frequently
used service. The app observed user’s interactions with
the interface and wirelessly
sent it to the lamp. As their
use increased, the lamp’s light
transitioned shades from a
pleasant mint green to a deep
red, indicating prologned use.

MEMENTO MORI, THIS
MOMENT WILL PASS AND
NEVER RETURN
An hour glass shaped form, with a subtle
and playful twist in the middle.
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The form evolved through
the concept of illustrating the
passage of time during our
phone use. The result was an
hour glass shaped form, with
a subtle and playful twist in
the middle. The hour glass
became a symbol of the notion
of Memento Mori, a reminder
that we’ll die one day. Or less
ominously, that the moment
will pass and not return. These
concepts together make the
lamp evocative, haunting, yet
austere and functional.

ENABLE PEOPLE TO PUT
THEIR PHONES DOWN &
COME TOGETHER
If the goal was to indicate the
passage of time, an actual hour
glass would have sufficed. But
in fact the goal was for users to
visualize their phone interactions, and relate it’s impact to
their time and lifestyle.
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(Left & down) Using electronics to change
the lamp’s color, the more we scroll on our
phone.
(Right) Iterative form exploration.
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Testing
With the lamp and its companion app ready for use, I gave it
to people to use during their
bedtime for 3-4 days. I asked
them to document their experience and tell me if the lamp
was effective in making them
aware of their phone usage
and changing their behavior.

“enLighten was playful and fun to
interact with but I hardly noticed
it’s color change when I used
my phone. When I did notice
change, I didn’t understand what
the color change meant or how
much time had passed.”
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“The lamp’s color change was
beautiful. I perceived it change
when facing it, but not at other
times. It felt too neutral to motivate me to stop using my phone.
Also, couldn’t get what the color
change meant.”
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Improving enLighten
Iterating
To enhance the effectiveness
of the lamp in bringing about
awareness, I considered the
feedback from user testing and
added features like pulsating
the color at each stage of
color transition, from green to
yellow, yellow to orange and
orange to red. I also added a
subtle but noticeable chirping
sound as the colors changed.
These updates could improve
its effectiveness as an object
for awareness.

sound
feedback

pulsating
light
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enLighten Summary
01

02

03

04

Process

Insight

Evolution

User feedback

I Considered the bedtime
experience including changing
into your night clothes, brushing your teeth and crawling
into bed. I also considered
the space and objects we are
around during this time, and
their relationship to our phoneuse behavior and interaction.

A bedside lamp is static and
unwavering in its form (it’s
shape and the physical space
it takes) and function (being
lit). I chose to make the lamp
dynamic and active to make us
aware of our phone use.

The aesthetic of the lamp
evolved to resemble an hour
glass shaped form, with a
subtle and playful twist in the
middle.

Users of the lamp said that
while it was playful, the light
change was too subtle to be
perceived. I added features
like pulsating light and subtle
sound to make the change
more perceivable.
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Venus
Wifi-Trap
68

A Venus flytrap-inspired wifi router that turns off by itself
after a set time, to impede our interaction with phones.

Spigot for internet
use at home
Concept & method

trapped into the experience.
This reminded me of how
carnivorous plants such as the
Venus Flytrap’s function. It’s
seemingly nutrient rich surface
lures insects, and then traps
them in it’s clutches.

The phone-use mapping
research I did revealed that
content-rich apps, that are inherently immersive and persuasive, are most commonly used
around bedtime. Participants
gave the following reactions:

VENUS FLYTRAP AS
INSPIRATION FOR
DESIGNING A USEFUL TOOL

“As the video plays automatically, I feel like watching one
more episode.”
“Since the news-feed doesn’t
end, I keep scrolling and stumbling upon something.”

From this amusing yet
thought-provoking association,
I drew inspiration for designing a tool that contracts itself
inwards, to illustrate us being
lured and trapped, and the
passage of time.

“I reply to a few messages and
the conversations keep going.”

FEEL LURED AND TRAPPED
INTO MY PHONE’S CONTENT

For the device to be illustrative
as well as effective in reducing
our phone interactions, I decided to turn it into a wifi router
that eventually turned off itself
and the internet. Therefore, I
decided to call this device the
Venus Wifi Trap.

As I recieved these reactions I
recognized a theme emerge,
one of being unaware of
passing time, one of mindless
engagement, and a general
feeling of getting lured and

The Venus Flytrap as a metaphor for feeling lured
and trapped into our phone interactions.
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Trapped & liberated
Making

closes-in its structure after
prolonged phone use, and
turns off access to the internet.
A more obtrusive approach, it
leaves the user with no choice
but to turn off their phone and
keep it aside.

The Venus Wifi-trap was
designed with the form and
function of the Venus Flytrap
in mind. The Flytrap’s trapping
structure is stimulated by trigger hairs on it’s inner surface,
which prepares the trap to
close and snap shut in a set
period of time.

This object evolved to become
a wifi router to act as a mediator between the user and the
plethora of immersive, persuasive and content rich apps.

Triggers, time and closing to
trap became essential components of the theme of this
design.

Does the Wifi-Trap decide
the amount of time that users
should spend on their phones?
No. The user sets the amount
of time they’d like to spend on
the their apps before sleeping.
This object then ensures that
they adhere to their set goals.

A MEDIATOR BETWEEN THE
USER AND THE PLETHORA
OF IMMERSIVE CONTENT
I sketched and prototyped the
design using paper petals and
an acrylic base that housed the
joinery of the petals. The petals are connected to a mechanical motor for closing-in and
opening up the structure.

The Flytrap recoils when small hairs on it’s inner
surface are triggered, preparing the trap to close
and snap shut in a set period of time.

Triggers, time and closing to trap became essential
components of the theme of this design.

As time passes it slows down
the internet speed, closes-in
it’s petals, and eventually shuts
itself down.
As the user and their internet
access is trapped, the user
in-fact becomes liberated from
the insistent and demanding
clutches of their phone apps.

Using the similar technique of
tracking phone interactions of
the enLighten lamp, this object
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(Top & bottom) Prototyping the physical
mechanism for recoiling and opening up.
(Right) A finished version of the object
being used in a home environment.
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Venus Wifi-Trap Summary
01

02

03

04

Process

Inspiration

Function

Freedom

Through conversations with
people I noticed a theme
emerge, one of being unaware
of passing time, one of mindless
engagement, and a general
feeling of getting lured and
trapped into the experience.

Using the Venus Flytrap’s
elements of triggers, time and
closing to trap as essential
components of the theme of
this design.

Once the user sets the amount
of time they’d like to spend
using the internet, the Venus
Wifi-trap slowly recoils, to illustrate passing time, and eventually turns off the internet.

As the user and their internet
access is trapped, the user
may feel liberated from the
insistent and demanding
clutches of their phone apps.
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Quidos
Food
Utensils

Containers that help us eat mindfully, by taking our phones
and giving us access to our food. Quidos is derived from the
phrase quid pro quo: an exchange.
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— What’s your mealtime
routine like?
Concept & method

The study revealed user’s
uncontrollable urge to pull out
their phone and hold it in one
hand while they eat with the
other. By surrendering their
phone, users felt like they have
no choice but to focus on the
activity of eating, and being
mindful of the characteristics of
the food itself.

As part of the design opportunity to have a phone-use intervention for the mealtime, I began by considering the insights
received from the ‘Phoneless
Meals’ user research.

UNCONTROLLABLE URGE
TO PULL OUT THE PHONE
WHILE EATING BY ONESELF

With these observations and
insights I decided to design
speculative yet functional
objects that compel users to
surrender their phone in order
to get some benefit or reward
in return.

I had asked my participants to
surrender their phone into the
jar until the end of their meal.
After the exercise, participants
said the following:

In doing so I want people to
think about why using the
phone when eating may be
unhealthy, and the value of
mindful eating.

“Found myself patting my
pockets.”
“Felt slightly unsettled.”
“Needed to check time.”
“Wanted to show others something.”
“Became more aware of the
food I ate.”
“Noticed that the food wasn’t
fully cooked.”

Unlike the enLighten lamp,
these objects are much more
obtrusive in what they ask
users to do, but perhaps much
more rewarding.

My research presented earlier showed how a
number of us eat and scroll at the same time.
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Quid pro quo eating
Making

An absurd spoon that compels us to give up our phone
to use the spoon until the end of the meal.

in order to use the spoon until
the end of the meal.

I designed a series of food
utensils that functioned only
when activated by our phones.
I considered the purpose of
these objects and the value
gained by surrendering phones
in them.

The first prototype was made
by assembling and machining
pieces of plywood for sturdiness and ease of prototyping.
The sliding mechanism of the
spoon was achieved using
rubber bands in the inside.

With these considerations, I
decided to call these design
concepts Quidos—spawning
from the phrase quid pro quo:
give up something to gain
something more meaningful
and fulfilling.
A snack-box that functions similar to the absurd spoon,
offering a more appealing benefit to the user for
accomplishing its intended purpose.

QUIDOS—FOOD UTENSILS
THAT FUNCTION WHEN
ACTIVATED BY YOUR PHONE
The second concept that I
designed was a snack-box that
is accessed only by inserting
your phone from one end. It
functions similar to the absurd
spoon, accept that it offers
a more appealing benefit to
the user for accomplishing its
intended purpose.

VALUE OF GIVING UP
SOMETHING TO GET SOMETHING MORE FULFILLING
The first of these designs is the
Quidos Absurd Spoon. It in
fact is a utilitarian phone case
that doubles as a spoon or other flatware, only when a phone
is placed in it. If the phone is
pulled out, the spoon snaps
back in. With these mechanisms the absurd spoon compels you to give up your phone
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The container dimensions were
decided in reference to that of
the inserted phone, but could
vary in future iterations for possible commerical production.
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(Top, bottom, right) Sketching and prototyping the
physical mechanism and product dimensions.
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(Top & bottom) Finished first prototype of the
absurd spoon for people to interact with.
(Right) Final prototype designed to be sleek,
ergonomic and desirable.

(Top & bottom) Final prototype with improved
structural elements and aesthetics.
(Right) Finished first prototype of the snack-box
made using plywood and glue.
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Quidos Summary
01

02

03

04

Origin

Motivation

Absurd spoon

Snack-box

Earlier research revealed user’s
uncontrollable urge to pull out
their phone and hold it in one
hand while they eat with the
other. By surrendering their
phone, users felt like they have
no choice but to focus on the
activity of eating, and being
mindful of the characteristics of
the food itself.

I decided to design objects
that compel us to surrender
our phone in order to get some
benefit or reward in return. In
doing so I want people to think
about why using our phones
when eating may be unhealthy,
and the value of mindful
eating.

A utilitarian phone case that
doubles as a spoon or other
flatware, only when a phone
is placed in it. If the phone is
pulled out, the spoon snaps
back in.

A container that is accessed
only by inserting your phone
from one end. It functions similar to the absurd spoon, accept
that it offers a more appealing
benefit to the user for accomplishing its intended purpose.
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Atuned
Band
A wearable wristband that makes us aware of our phone
use during the day and when crossing the street, by
changing its color and vibrating softly.
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Phone use when
out and about
Concept & method

portable, context aware and
unobtrusive mechanisms to
make people aware of their
phone use, without necessarily
being an annoyance in every
out and about situation.

While most of my designs so
far have considered context
specific situations that include
bedtime and mealtime, our
phone-use while being out and
about—crossing the street,
waiting for takeout food, or at
meetings, is highly variable and
subject to rapid change.

A specific instance of the need
for an obtrusive intervention
would be when we cross the
street or drive. Apart from
these, interventions should be
quiet, yet in the field of vision
to be noticeable.

WHEN WE’RE OUT AND
ABOUT, THE CONTEXT
KEEPS CHANGING RAPIDLY

INTERVENTIONS FOR THIS
CONTEXT NEED TO BE
SILENT, YET NOTICEABLE

Since the context keeps
changing, this scenario requires
approaches that incorporate

Atuned is portable, context aware and unobtrusively
keeps us aware of our phone use in varying and rapidly
changing scenarios
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— Living Atuned
A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE
DESIGN INTERVENTIONS
FOR DIFFERENT CONTEXTS

Making
I chose to design a wearable
wristband that functions similar
to the enLighten lamp by
changing color, but also subtly
vibrating to make the user
aware of prolonged interaction.
The band includes a battery,
Bluetooth and an Arduino that
tracks your screen-time.

While crossing the street,
location data could be used to
completely turn off the screen,
enabling users to pay attention to several safety issues.
Failing to be aware of this has
been documented to be the
cause of a number of accidents
(Thompson et. al., 2013).

A WRISTBAND THAT MAKES
US AWARE OF OUR PHONE
USE WITH LIGHT & HAPTICS

From behavioral design
research I learned that giving
people a positive indicator of
progress motivates people in
changing behavior. Therefore
I also made a device that
displays a dynamic emoji that
transitions from a cheerful face
to a sad face after repeated
phone use. It gradually transitions backwards if the user
does not interact with their
phone for a period of time.

Upon giving the band to people
to use for a couple of days
I learned that similar to the
enLighten lamp, the light color
change emitting from the band
was not always noticeable and
so not effective enough to
bring about awareness. The
later addition of a vibration
feedback drew people’s
attention to the object itself.
Some felt annoyed by the
constant feedback while others
considered it to be active,
dynamic and playful.

Atuned can be seen as a fitness band for our
physical and emotional health and wellbeing.
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(Left) Uses color and vibration to subtly remind
us of our phone use when waiting for coffee or
crossing the street.
(Top) Process and making images.

— Atuned Summary
01

02

03

04

Need

Function

Safety

Emotional wellness

Our phone use while being out
and about—crossing the street,
waiting for takeout food, or
at meetings, is highly variable
and subject to rapid change.
Our phone use during this time
impacts our physical, emotional
& social health and wellbeing.

I chose to design a wearable
wristband that functions
like the enLighten lamp by
changing color, but also subtly
vibrates to make the user more
aware of interaction over time.

While crossing the street,
location data could be used to
completely turn off the screen,
enabling users to pay attention
to several safety issues. Failing
to be aware of this has been
documented to be the cause of
a number of accidents.

Unlike fitness trackers that only
monitor our physical health,
Atuned keeps track of the impact of our phone interactions
and notifications on the way we
feel, think and behave.
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— Conclusion
Our phones enable us to

how these changes could

work in designing immersive

and attention. As our digital

effortlessly communicate

help us become more

websites and mobile apps.

devices and interfaces play

with each other, browse

mindful of the food we eat,

In the process, I began to

an increasingly central role

the web, learn, and satis-

our body clock as we wind

question and critique the

in our lives, it’s only imper-

fy our thirst for video and

down for sleep, and find

ethics surrounding current

ative that we design and

games. As these functions

time for ourselves and our

interaction and interface

use them, keeping in mind

converged, from various

loved ones.

design. I became deter-

that we are human beings,

mined to make designers

and not machines of mere

other mediums or devices,
into a single pocket sized

I performed user interviews

and developers build digital

consumption of media and

object, our relationship with

and experiments to learn

experiences that are consid-

content.

technology has changed. It

about people’s daily screen

erate of users health, time

has impacted our physical,

time, apps used, and when

emotional and social health

and where they use their

and wellbeing.

phones. This helped me
design simple, everyday

Through my research

objects that compel us to

and design exploration

reconsider our phone addic-

presented in this book, I

tions in our daily routines,

showed the need to bring

in order to help us improve

our phone interactions into

our physical, social, emo-

our awareness, lesser our

tional health and wellbeing.

urge to frequently check
our phones and restrict our

Through this research I was

phone use during bedtime

also interested in learning

and mealtime. I described

about the implication of my
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